
Chaddesley Corbett Neighbourhood Plan 

LOCAL GREEN SPACES 

 

  



The Green. 

Location: Off Briar Hill, Chaddesley Corbett.  

 

Description: This 0.3 hectares of open green space sits in the middle of a housing development and adds much to 

the street scene. A small number of trees have recently been planted on its highest elevation. More mature trees 

line its lower boundary.  It is a distinctive feature of The Green and is valued by residents. It provides an important 

open space for the community it serves. As a key part of the original housing development, it adds to the openness 

and attractiveness of The Green.  

 

  



The Field adjacent to Hunters Rise 

Location: Lower Chaddesley, off the A448 

 

Description: This small field of 0.7 hectares is adjacent to the outer boundary of the Chaddesley Corbett 

Conservation Area and provides an important link as part of the Green Infrastructure. It is an area of separation 

between developments on the A448 Kidderminster to Bromsgrove Road and is a familiar part of the rural landscape. 

 

 



 The Sports Field 

Location: Longmore, Lower Chaddesley 

 

Description: This 4.3 hectare area of land includes sports fields and a Clubhouse. It provides training and match 

facilities for football, cricket and rugby for adults and children. It lies within 1 kilometre of the Village and provides 

an important base for clubs within the parish and beyond. It is the only available space within the parish to provide 

this facility. An easily accessible footpath runs through it. It is a recreational area in an attractive rural setting. 

 

 



 

Field adjacent to Fold lane. 

Location: Chaddesley Village Conservation Area. 

 

Description: This small irregular pasture of 0.3 hectares sits in the Conservation Area just off The Village street.  

Footpath 647 runs alongside the boundary facing Fold Lane. The view towards the horizon takes in a mature chestnut 

tree and the distinctive high peaks of the Malvern Hills on a clear day. This view is listed in the Neighbourhood 

Development Plan. The Public Right of Way bordering the site is a designated walking route to the local school as well 

as providing a route for walkers. The converted properties in Fold Court have been included in the Chaddesley Corbett 

local Heritage List. 

 

 



Field adjacent to Park Lane, Harvington Hall Lane and Harvington Hall. 

Location: Harvington. 

 

Description: This 4.4 hectare green space contains a stream and a fish pond. It is adjacent to the extended boundary 

of the Harvington Conservation Area. Footpath 616 runs through the site. It is a peaceful and attractive setting. The 

space is important to the community it serves.  It is located next to Harvington Hall and other listed buildings and a 

post war housing development. The pond and watercourse provide a home for small mammals. 

 

 



 

Field adjacent to Briar Hill 

Location: Briar Hill, Bluntington 

 

This 3.7 hectare area of green space provides protection from ribbon development between properties on Briar Hill 

and the start of Bluntington. The land currently serves as an important rural break between these developments. 

Part of the site is on high ground and this facilitates extensive views towards Chaddesley Village and the 

Conservation Area. It also provides an important link with the gently undulating landscape that leads to Chaddesley 

Wood. 

 

  



 

Field adjacent to Lodge Farm looking North towards the Holloway. 

Location: Brockencote/Chaddesley 

 

Description: This ancient landscape of 7.1 hectares provides pasture for a flock of sheep. It frames the Conservation 

Area from both the north and south of the village. It is an area that is frequently flooded and Hockley Brook runs 

through it.  The mature trees largely follow the watercourse and add to the attractiveness of the site. Evidence 

suggests extensive medieval earthworks including fish ponds and a water meadow. The Tithe map (1839) suggests 

that this was an area of parkland around the village. In the post medieval period it was used as a Deer Park. This 

unusual landscape reveals hundreds of anthills, which provide a home for yellow meadow ants.  The land adjacent to 

this site (Potter’s Park) is home to a variety of Protected/Notable species including the Grey Dagger, Beaded 

Chestnut and Green-Brindled Crescent moths, as well as the Yellowhammer, Cuckoo and Linnet. (Worcestershire 

Biological Records Office, 2021)’ 

 

 



Area adjacent to Woodthorne House Tanwood Lane. 

Location: Tanwood Lane, Bluntington. 

 

Description: This small field of 0.2 hectares is situated between two properties in Tanwood Lane. It is an overgrown 

wild space undisturbed by human activity. It makes up part of the Green Infrastructure between properties and the 

adjoining countryside. The ground covering vegetation includes brambles, bushes and small trees. It is home to 

Whiskered and Soprano Pipistrelle Bats (Identified by the Worcestershire Biological Records Centre March 2021) as 

well as a variety of invertebrates, nesting birds and small mammals. As such it supports biodiversity within the area.  

 

  



 


